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ABSTRACT In order to solve project schedule delays caused by resource conflicts and uncertainty of the
environment, work duration, and logical relationship, this paper proposed CCPSP (critical chain project
scheduling problem) optimal scheduling model which integrates CCM (critical chain method) and multi-
level GERT (graphical evaluation and review technique) network. DEACA (differential evolution ant colony
algorithm) is designed to solve the problem, in which DE (differential evolution algorithm) is used to deal
with the cross problem andmutation problem, andACA (ant colony algorithm) is used to deal with each stage
of the optimization process. The neighborhood structure is introduced to reduce the invalid search. By storing
the non-dominated Pareto optimal solution in external files, the Pareto optimal frontier is obtained. This
paper makes full use of the advantages of the two algorithms to achieve fast convergence and a global
search for optimal solutions. At the same time of seeking the optimization algorithm, considering the multi-
resource constraints, environmental uncertainties and other factors of the project, a buffer is set up, and a
‘‘minimum duration - maximum robustness’’ project schedule is formulated. Finally, through the analysis
and verification of the project example, it shows that the project schedule made by this method is feasible.

INDEX TERMS Graphic evaluation and review technique simulation (GERTs), critical chain method
(CCM), critical chain project scheduling problem (CCPSP), schedule plan, differential evolution ant colony
algorithm (DEACA), schedule buffer.

I. INTRODUCTION
Complex equipment refers to large and medium-sized scien-
tific and technological products, such as military and civil air-
craft, complex equipment, ships, railway locomotives, large
constructionmachinery, and heavymachine tools, which play
an important supporting role in national economic, social
development and national defense security. Complex equip-
ment has the typical characteristics of a complex structure,
long production cycle, and high development cost. Its man-
ufacturing level is the concentrated embodiment of a coun-
try’s scientific and technological strength, comprehensive
national strength, and international competitiveness [1]–[3].
Facing the external environment of sluggish global economic
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development and increasing the financial pressure in vari-
ous countries, developed countries in Europe and the United
States have taken the lead in carrying out the remanufactur-
ing of complex equipment. While maintaining their global
leading position in the economy and military, they have
also significantly reduced the production cycle and overall
investment of complex equipment. The so-called complex
equipment remanufacturing refers to a series of technical
measures or engineering activities that aim at the leapfrog
improvement of the performance of waste equipment and take
advanced technology and industrial production as means to
repair and transform the waste complex equipment. It is an
advanced stage of equipmentmaintenance, with the following
advantages: the quality and performance of remanufactured
equipment reaches or exceed the new products, while the
cost and production cycles are only 50% of the new equip-
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ment, while energy-saving is 60% and material saving is 70%
[3]. The implementation of the remanufacturing of complex
equipment has significant economic, military and social ben-
efits, and has become a strategic choice of countries around
the world to promote economic development and maintain
national security.

Currently in China, the remanufacturing of complex equip-
ment adopts the organization mode of ‘‘main manufac-
turer - supplier’’. Its production has the following typical
characteristics: first, the networked collaboration between
production. There are a large number of remanufacturing
collaborative works between the main remanufacturer and
multiple first-class remanufacturing system suppliers in dif-
ferent places, showing networked collaborative production;
second, the critical data required for production has strong
randomness and uncertainty. The wear and damage degree of
complex equipment is different due to the difference in using
conditions (including using the environment and working
condition, using frequency and using time), which leads to
the strong randomness and uncertainty of critical data onto
remanufacturing production. For example, due to the different
degree of wear and tear of waste parts, there are three kinds
of remanufacturing work in the future, which are ‘‘directly
entering the component library’’, ‘‘implementing the com-
ponent remanufacturing’’ or ‘‘waste treatment’’, and each of
them has a certain probability. Additionally, the remanufac-
turing of parts will take place once or even many times of
repair, which will lead to the formation of the working circuit.
At the same time, the remanufacturing duration, remanufac-
turing yield, and other critical production data are uncertain.
Therefore, Complex Equipment Remanufacturing forms a
cross-regional and multi-level collaborative network of com-
plex equipment remanufacturing production. Schedule man-
agement is one of the three objectives of complex equipment
project management, and it is an important guarantee to meet
the high requirements of complex equipment projects for the
precise delivery time [4]. At present, there are still a series
of difficult problems with the collaborative management of
production schedule, such as ‘‘the lack of collaborative net-
work framework’’ and ‘‘the critical chain of collaborative
network and the control of the best production buffer are
not accurate’’, which are most concerned and puzzled by the
complex equipment remanufacturing enterprises.

The optimization of traditional project schedule control
management methods and the exploration of new methods of
schedule management had always been one of the issues that
scholars at home and abroad pay close attention to. A large
number of scholars at home and abroad have conducted a lot
of elaboration and research from different levels and angles
[5]–[9]. The project schedule is an activity to determine
the process content and sequence relationship of the project
implementation process, allocate various resources used in
the implementation process and make specific time arrange-
ment so that the project can be completed within the specified
time, to control costs and save time. Since the 1950s, with the
improvement of the complexity of the project, the traditional

schedule management methods such as milestone method
and Gantt chart could not well reflect the logical relationship
between the processes in the construction, the importance and
the impact on the subsequent processes, so the network plan-
ning technology represented by CPM (critical path method)
and PERT (ProgramEvaluation and Review Technique) came
into being. Ren Zhen studies the application of an improved
earned value method based on CPM in the implementation
and management of a large scientific research project [10],
Wu Feifei et al. put forward a project duration risk assess-
ment method based on PERT under the influence of many
factors [11], but actually, both CPM and PERT are limited
in its application, there are three reasons: Above all, they
are all limited to the range of positive network structure.
Every activity in the network must be realized, and there
is no possibility of probability branching. After every event
is realized, there is no room to choose activity or decision-
making; Secondly, there is no strongly connected component
in CPM / PERT network, that is, loops (or strongly connected)
in the network are considered incompatible factors and must
be excluded, which excludes feedback link which is a very
rich modeling field; Thirdly, the activity cycle is limited to
β distribution, which has subjective components in theory
and practice. The activity cycle can be different distribution
according to nature and probability characteristics of various
work. Besides, the calculation method cannot completely and
accurately reflect the statistical characteristics of β distribu-
tion. In most cases, it will lead to large errors due to deviation
from the initial assumption. In reality, the working duration
and logical relationship are often uncertain, and some pro-
cesses of memory and some lessons can be learned should be
reflected on the form of the feedback loop in the network. The
emergence of the GERT random network solves the above
problems well.

The main characteristic of the GERT random network is
that nodes and activities are random, the input and output
logic of nodes are diverse, and it is a dynamic description of a
system.With the execution process of the network, the imple-
mentation of nodes reflects the emergence of discrete- ran-
dom events, and the execution process of activities is the
advancement of system time (represented by simulation clock
time). Therefore, GERT (graphical evaluation and review
technique) random network simulation is still a form of dis-
crete system simulation.

In the GERT random network, there are only ‘‘XOR’’ type
input nodes and probability type output nodes, which allow
the emergence of loops. The probability distribution is used
to describe the duration, and the network state transition is
used to describe the objective process. It can be said that the
GERT network is a Markov process of the form of a network,
but it belongs to a semi Markov process because of the need
for a certain random time for state transition. The solution
to the GERT network has an analytical method and simula-
tion method. The memory in the actual process makes the
analytic method of GERT Network limited to the application.
Considering that, people found a kind of stochastic network
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that can deal with both Markov type and non-Markov type at
the same time, that is, GERTs stochastic network simulation
technology.

After CCM (Critical Chain Method) was putting forward,
a new method of project management was created, which
broke the leading position of network planning technology.
CCM thinks that the logical relationship between processes
and the problem of limited resources is equally important.
CCM is a combination of traditional network planning tech-
nology, project scheduling problem, and management art.
The critical chain in CCM is a task sequence that restricts
the whole project duration. The main difference between
CCM and traditional methods like PERT and CPM is that
CCM considers resource constraints and resolves resource
conflicts.

Based on the methods and algorithms derived from con-
straint theory, critical chain project management was first
proposed by Goldratt. Goldratt believed that the 50% prob-
ability completion time is used as the estimated time of
the process instead of the completion probability 90% of
the time is estimated, and then the safety time reserved for
each operation is separated. At the same time, the logical
relationship and resource constraints on each operation are
considered. On this basis, the critical chain of the project is
identified, and the project buffer, import buffer and resource
buffer are set as the tools of progress control. By applying
the aggregation principle to schedule management, the safety
time of operation forms project buffer (PB) and feeding buffer
(FB) through the aggregation principle, while resource buffer
(RB) does not take up time. The aggregation principle is
initially applied to risk and inventory management, and the
introduction to aggregation principle to project scheduleman-
agement can effectively explain the problem of shortening the
construction period under the same completion probability.

The critical chainmethod can effectively solve the schedul-
ing optimization problem with limited resources when the
work duration and logical relationship are determined. How-
ever, due to the influence of many factors in the actual work,
the work duration and logical relationship between the work
are uncertain. The traditional method based on CCM is dif-
ficult to solve this problem. The GERTs (Graphic Evaluation
and Review Technique simulation) is only limited to solve
the total duration and completion probability problems when
the work duration and logical relationship are uncertain, but it
cannot solve the optimization of resource-limited problems.
Therefore, it is of great significance of theoretical research
and practical application to explore how to solve the opti-
mization of resource-limited schedule under the condition of
uncertain working duration and logical relationship. In other
words, it is very meaningful to realize the organic integration
of GERT and CCM.

At present, China’s complex equipment remanufacturing
industry is still in its infancy, and the model and method
of production schedule collaborative management under the
multi-level networks environment still need to be further stud-
ied, the specific performances are summarized as follows:

Above all, the failure to build a GERT network management-
control model and framework for complex equipment reman-
ufacturing production schedule coordination has led to pro-
duction schedule delay or even out of control and other
adverse situations. Additionally, the integration research of
GERT network theory and critical chain technology has not
been realized, the critical chain of collaborative GERT net-
work cannot be accurately identified and optimal production
buffer cannot be effective design, above questions make it
difficult to generate the most concerned production schedule
collaborative optimization scheme for complex equipment
remanufacturing enterprises.

Because of this, this paper will realize the organic integra-
tion of multi-layer GERT network and critical chain, estab-
lish a multi-objective resource-constrained project schedul-
ing model of ‘‘duration minimization and robustness maxi-
mization’’ and design algorithm to solve it, effectively iden-
tify its critical chain and scientifically design the optimal pro-
duction buffer, to improve the efficiency and ability to reman-
ufacture management and control of complex equipment. The
research can provide decision support for complex equipment
remanufacturing enterprises to accurately control the critical
nodes of the project, to provide a necessary guarantee for the
production schedule to be completed as scheduled.

II. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION
RCPSP (Resource-Constrained Project Scheduling Problem)
generally aims to find the scheduling scheme for the shortest
duration (or the least cost). The project is composed of a
series of interrelated activities. Its scheduling decision needs
to meet the temporal constraints and resource constraints
on project activities at the same time, to optimize the man-
agement objectives [12]. MRCPSP (Multi-mode Resource-
Constrained Project Scheduling Problem) is an extension
of traditional RCPSP, it considers that each activity in a
project has a variety of execution modes that can be selected,
each execution mode corresponds to a certain duration and
resource requirements. During scheduling, it can dynamically
select the execution mode and its attributes. MRCPSP mainly
studies how to arrange the execution mode and start time of
each activity based on the project activity network diagram
to meet the constraints on resources and activity sequence,
to make the project schedule shortest. Its essence is to find
the best combination of each activity execution mode and
start time [13]. Compared with the single-mode scheduling
problem, MRCPSP, which is under resource constraints, not
only need to select the execution mode of each activity in the
project, but also need to determine the start-up period of the
activity. It is an NP-hard problem with complex nonlinear
characteristics, which is difficult to be solved by precise
algorithms.

CCPSP (critical chain project scheduling problem), as the
issue to be studied in this paper, has many similarities with
MRCPSP. Both of them take the project duration as the
objective function and are constrained by the pre - tight rela-
tionship and resource supply. However, based on MRCPSP,
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CCPSP considers all kinds of uncertainties that may occur in
the process of project implementation and adds the concepts
of project buffer and input buffer. The specific performances
are as follows: (1) When people use the model of MRCPSP
to build the project plan, the planned duration of tasks is
determined, and the planned duration of each task contains
sufficient safety time. CCPSP uses the most likely comple-
tion time (i.e. 50% of the possible completion time) as the
task duration to avoid the risk of delay caused by student’s
syndromes; (2) The project buffer is embedded after the task
is finished, and the input buffer is embedded between the non-
critical chain and the critical chain to absorb the risk of project
delays.

MRCPSP itself is a well-known NP-hard, so it is more
difficult to solve CCPSP. Although the current research has
discussed the identification of critical chain and the design of
project buffer, there is no clear answer about how to determine
the only critical chain in the project and resolve the secondary
resource conflicts when embedding buffer. For a complex
project, different scheduling schemes will produce different
project plans, and each plan corresponds to its critical chain.
How to find an optimal or suboptimal CCPSP plan also needs
a reasonable model and algorithm.

III. DEFINITION AND PARAMETERS OF CRITICAL CHAIN
IN GERTS STOCHASTIC NETWORK PLANNING
A. DEFINITION OF THE CRITICAL CHAIN IN GERTs
STOCHASTIC NETWORK PLANNING
For a given GERTs network diagram, the network is simu-
lated under consideration of resource constraints and network
logic. In each simulation, the parameters in each process are
randomly sampled and assigned, and a corresponding positive
network is obtained. The longest completion path, completion
period and implementation probability are counted. After n
times of simulation, the path of the network will appear some
statistical regular pattern, among which the path with the
most times is called the critical chain of GERTs network,
which is the critical chain in the statistical sense. After n
times of simulation, the path of the network will appear some
statistical rules, among which the path with the most times
is called the critical chain of GERTs network, which is the
critical chain in the statistical sense.

In each simulation process, the parameters of each process
are obtained by random sampling, so the longest completion
path obtained each time cannot represent the critical chain of
the network, and the critical chain with statistical significance
can be obtained only after many simulations. The definition
of critical chains based on GERTs can be described in the
following example.

For example, the logical relationship and parameters of
each operation of a project are shown in Figure 1. Assuming
that the operation duration follows a constant distribution,
the numbers in brackets above the arrow represent the prob-
ability, time and required resource quantity of the operation
respectively. For example, the (1,2,1) above the 1-2 operation

FIGURE 1. The GERT network plan diagram.

FIGURE 2. The GERT diagram for feedback loop implementation.

FIGURE 3. The GERT diagram after eliminating duplicate codes.

represents the probability of implementation, the required
time is a constant of 2 days, and the required resource quantity
is 1 unit. Now assume that the resource limit of the project
network is 3.

In, r1 refers to the number of first releases of the
node, That is when the node is implemented for the first
time, the number of its predecessor activities; r2 refers to the
number of second or subsequent releases of the node, when r2
= ∞, it means that the node can only be implemented once,
and cannot be released again. n is the sequence number of the
node.

After the simulation of Figure 1, if the 5-3 loop is realized,
the positive network is obtained as shown in Figure 2. There
are 3-5-3-5 duplicate nodes in the network, 7 and 8 numbers
are used to replace the later 3-5 nodes, and Figure 3 is
obtained. Through calculation, the critical chain is 1-3-5-2-
4-7-8-6, with a total construction period of 11 days; If the 5-
3 loop is not implemented, the positive network is as shown
in Figure 4. Through calculation, the critical chain is 1-3-5-
4-6, with a total construction period of 7 days.

Through 100 simulations, the results of each simulation
can be counted, and the results of 7-day construction period
appear 68 times, and the results of 11-day construction period
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FIGURE 4. The GERT diagram whose feedback loop did not implement.

appear 32 times, so the probability of 7-day completion is
68%, and the probability of 11-day completion is 32%. There-
fore, the statistical key chain of the GERTs network diagram
is 1-3-5-4-6, and the most likely total construction period is
7 days.

B. PREMISE HYPOTHESIS
To facilitate the study of critical chain identification method
in resource-limited GERTs, this paper further idealized the
research object, and made the following assumptions for the
selected GERTs network plan identification process:

1) In the whole process of project implementation,
the total amount of bottleneck resources remains
unchanged;

2) The resource usage quantity of any operation is an
integer;

3) The operation in execution cannot be interrupted, that
is, once any activity in the project enters the execution
state, other operations cannot interrupt this operation
until the execution of this operation is completed;

4) The node type of the network is assumed to be
one or more of ‘‘and-determinate’’, ‘‘and-random’’ and
‘‘or-determinate’’;

5) There is no overlapping relationship between opera-
tions, all of which are end-start relationships.

C. STATISTICAL PARAMETER SETTING
1) CRITICALITY CCI
Criticality refers to the ratio of the frequency of an active link
becoming a critical link to the total number of simulations
in a GERTs network. In n times of network simulation, one
critical chain can be obtained at each time, i.e. L1, L2, . . . ,
Ln, in which a critical chain may appear repeatedly m times,
and CCi is used to indicate the criticality of the critical chain,
following (1).

CCi=
ni
N
, i∈ [1, 2, . . . ,m],

ni ∈ [1, 2, . . . ,N ],CCi ∈ (0, 1) (1)

Suppose CCj = max{CCi}, j ∈ [1, 2, . . . ,m], then activity
linked Lj, which is the most frequent sub-network critical
chain in stochastic network simulation, is the critical chain in
the statistical sense of the stochastic network. Therefore, the
critical chain of stochastic network planning is the activity
link with the largest CCi value.

2) SENSITIVITY OF CRITICAL CHAIN δ

The sensitivity of critical chain indicates the degree of con-
version between the critical chain and non-critical chain. Sup-
pose CC’ represents the critical chain rate of the activity link
next to Max {CCi}, that is, this activity link is the subcritical
chain of the random network, then follows (2):

δ = CC ′/max {CCi} , 0 ≤ δ ≤ 1 (2)

The larger δ is, the more likely the critical chain of the
GERT network is to be transformed into the non-critical
chain, the higher the sensitivity value of the critical chain
is, and the more unstable the critical chain of the random
network is. Therefore, in the process of project control, not
only the critical chain should be controlled, but also the
activities on the subcritical chain should be fully concerned.
The smaller δ is, the lower the sensitivity of the critical chain
of the GERT network is, the less the possibility of the critical
chain conversion is, and the more stable the critical chain is.

IV. CCPSP OPTIMAL SCHEDULING MODEL
A. MODEL ASSUMPTIONS
1) Each activity has a variety of execution modes to

choose from. Each execution mode corresponds to
different duration and resource requirements. During
execution, resources are occupied within the duration.
After execution, these resources are released.

2) Each activity can only be executed in one of the exe-
cution modes, and once executed, the execution mode
cannot be interrupted or changed until it is completed;

3) Activities have timing constraints and resource con-
straints;

4) Each activity needs fewer resources than the maximum
supply of resources;

5) When numbering events and activities, make sure that
the events are strictly increasing according to time
sequence constraints, that is, the number of all precede
events of event i must be less than i, and the number of
subsequent events must be greater than i;

B. ABSTRACTIONS OF MATHEMATICAL PROBLEM
In this paper, the GERT network diagram is used to describe
the remanufacturing process of waste products. The reman-
ufacturing process of waste products is shown in Figure 5
[14]. The disassembly of waste products is the first step of
remanufacturing. The products are disassembled into sev-
eral parts or functional components; then, according to the
test results, the waste parts are divided into direct reuse
parts, remanufacturable parts, material recycling parts, and
direct waste parts [15]. Direct reuse parts refer to the parts
whose shape, size and performance meet the requirements of
remanufactured products and can be used directly; remanu-
facturable parts refer to the parts of normal wear and tear,
which can restore their performance and meet the require-
ments of remanufactured products through remanufacturing;
Material recovery parts refer to the parts that are completely
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FIGURE 5. Remanufacturing technology process of waste products.

damaged or have low remanufacturability at present, so they
are selected for material recovery; Direct waste parts refer to
those parts which are limited by the recycling technology of
waste parts and the market demand of recycled materials at
the same time. The parts cannot be reused or the economic
value of material recycling is very low, so they should be
directly discarded.

The remanufacturing process can be described as a kind
of waste parts to be processed, after cleaning→ testing→
remanufacturing and other process steps, to meet the require-
ments of remanufacturing products. However, due to the high
uncertainty of the quality of waste parts, the remanufacturing
process has many randomnesses. On the one hand, the reman-
ufacturing process generally presents the characteristics of
multiple feasible probability branches. Some of the waste
parts need to go through all remanufacturing process routes,
while most of the waste parts only go through some of them;
on the other hand, due to the difference of service time and
working condition of the waste parts, the damage degree
of the parts is different, which makes the remanufacturing
process time uncertain, so it is difficult to make a proper
remanufacturing process route. Through GERT, all possi-
ble remanufacturing process routes of waste parts can be
depicted, process time and process branch probability can be
calculated, which can provide support for resource allocation
of remanufacturing workshop.

To facilitate the solution to CCPSP, virtual event 0 is intro-
duced as the preceding event of all events without preceding

FIGURE 6. GERT network graph with virtual activity.

event, virtual event N+1 is introduced as the follow-up event
of the event without follow-up event, and virtual event 0 and
virtual event N+1 have only one execution mode, do not
occupy resources and execution time as 0, which represents
the initial state and end state of the whole project. Fn+1 is the
earliest start time of the unique activity (M+1) corresponding
to the end event (N+1), which is the total project duration,
as shown in Figure 6.

Therefore, CCPSP can be abstracted into the follow-
ing mathematical problem: under the resource constraint,
the project description is transformed into the GERT network
graph, and all activities (edges) are traversed once and only
once from virtual event 0 to virtual event N + 1. The goal is
to find the shortest time for a complete traversal.

C. MODEL ESTABLISHMENT
In a weighted directed graph used to represent engineering,
the vertex is used to represent event i (such as i0), the directed
edge is used to represent activity v (such as <i0, i1 >= v1),
and the weight on the edge is used to represent the duration
of the activity. Suppose G = (V, E), V represents the set
of project tasks, and E represents the logical precedence
relationship between tasks. After the topological sorting algo-
rithm is used to test whether the network has a loop and
eliminate the duplicate code, the network plan of a project
can be described as follows:

G = (V ,E), v ∈ V , (p, q) ∈ E, v = 1, . . . , n (3)

Ck ≥ 0, k = 1, . . . ,K (4)

Ckv ≤ Ck , (5)

In formula (3), V represents all activity sets in the project,
v represents all activities in the set, where v = 1 and v =
n represent the first and last activities of the project respec-
tively, which are virtual and do not use any resources, and the
time required for activities is zero; E represents the logical
restriction set of activities, p represents the pre-activity of
q, and q represents the follow-up activity of p; In formula
(4), Ck represents the upper limit of each renewable resource
in the project; in formula (5), Ckv represents the demand of
activity v for resource k, and the demand of any activity in
the project for a certain resource shall not exceed its upper
limit. The time consumed by each activity is represented by
dv, and the security time is represented by tv. There is only
one execution mode for each activity in the project and it will
not stop after the start until the end of execution. After the
execution of activity v is completed, its start and end time are
represented by sv and fv respectively.
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FIGURE 7. CCM scheduling network diagram.

CCM itself is a robust scheduling method. By adding
project buffer (PB) in the critical chain tail and feeding
buffer (FB) in the non-critical chain tail, the delay risk can
be alleviated to a certain extent, and the stability of project
implementation can be improved.

Suppose a project contains five tasks, and its network
structure of a scheduling plan is shown in Figure 7. It includes
a critical chain and a non-critical chain. Task 1 is on the non-
critical chain, and the corresponding feeding buffer is FB;
task 2 and task 3 are on the critical chain, and the corre-
sponding project buffer is PB. The addition of PB and FB
can protect the delay of critical chain and non-critical chain
respectively. The addition of FB will also have a potential
impact on the start time of task 3.

The sizes of the project buffer and feeding buffer have
a direct impact on the robustness of the scheduling plan.
Besides, if the consumption of resources fluctuates greatly
during the implementation of the scheduling plan, it will not
only lead to the intensification of resource demand conflict at
the peak of resources, but also lead to the shortage of resource
inventory at the low peak of resources, so resource balance
should also be one of the influencing factors. According to the
above problems and the characteristics of tasks in CCPSP, this
paper constructed the robustness ‘‘R’’ to measure the stability
of critical chain scheduling, as shown in equation (6):

R=ω1
PB
Tn
+ω2

1
S

S∑
s=1

FBs
ps
+ω3

1
K

K∑
k=1

∑
v∈Vt

M∑
m=1

Cvmkxvm
CkTn


(6)

From equation (6), it can be seen that the robustness is
composed of three parts: the contribution of project buffer to
robustness, the contribution of import buffer to robustness,
and the contribution of resource consumption to robustness.
Specifically, Tn represents the total duration of project buffer,
and ω1, ω2, and ω3 are parameters to adjust the robustness
of each part, to prevent a part from being too large or too
small. PB represents the buffer size of the project, and PB /
Tn represents the average allocated buffer size of the project
buffer for each day of the project duration. The larger PB /
Tn is, the more easily the uncertainty risk of project delays
will be absorbed, and the better the robustness of the project
will be. FBs represents the feeding buffer corresponding to
the s-th noncritical chain, FBs / ds indicates the buffer size
allocated by FBs every day for the total duration of the

s-th non-critical chain, then the mean value of FBs / Ds
corresponding to S noncritical chains is calculated, which
constitutes the contribution of noncritical chains to the robust-
ness of scheduling. It is obvious that the longer the buffer
of the average daily task duration on the noncritical chain
is, the better the absorption of uncertain risk. The third part
reflects the consideration of the stability of resource con-

sumption, the formula
∑
v∈Vt

M∑
m=1

Cvmkxvm
CkTn

is used to calculate

the ratio of total consumption and the total supply of the k-
th resource, and then the average value of the k-th resource
is calculated. The larger the value is, the more likely the
resources are to be fully utilized, the smaller the fluctuation is,
and the easier the scheduling plan is to be carried out stably.
Finally, by setting the values of the parameters ω1, ω2 and ω3
reasonably, the robustness index to measure the stability of
the scheduling plan can be obtained.

This is a typical multi-objective optimization problem,
because the shortening of the construction period will lead to
the situation that resources are scrambled by various activi-
ties, resulting in the decrease of robustness. The objectives
of the optimization are to minimize the project duration
and maximize the robustness by determining the reasonable
execution sequence, corresponding execution mode and start
time of activities on the premise of satisfying resource con-
straints and timing constraints. The corresponding mathemat-
ical expressions are:

min(fn + PB) (7)

min(−R) (8)

Formula (7) takes the minimum value of the duration
index as the first scheduling target of the project, fn is the
end time of terminating activity n; PB represents the project
buffer on the critical chain, FB represents the project buffer.
Equation (8) shows that the maximum value of the robustness
index is taken as the second scheduling objective of the
project.

The constraints are as follows:

s1 = 0 (9)
M∑
m=1

xvm = 1, xvm ∈ {0, 1} (10)

sq − sp ≥ dp, (p, q) ∈ E (11)∑
v∈V

∑
p∈Vt

ckp xvm ≤ Ck , (12)

FBpq +
M∑
m=1

xpm dpm + sp ≤ sq, (13)

Meaning of the above constraints: formula (9) repre-
sents the start time of the project is 0; Constraint (10)
indicates that each task can only be implemented in one
mode, Xvm is a decision variable with only 0 and 1 values;
constraint (11) restricts the logical relationship of various
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activities in the project, that is to say, the subsequent activ-
ities can only be started after the execution of the front-
end activities; Constraint condition (12) is to constrain the
resources of the problem, that is, the sum of all the demands
for resource k in the execution activities at time t shall
not exceed its upper limit, where Vt represents the task
being executed at time t; Constraint (13) indicates that the
sequence between the import node and the corresponding
critical activity remains unchanged after the import buffer is
added.

V. CCPSP PLAN GENERATION SCHEME
The critical chain of solving stochastic network planning is
based on the GERT simulation of a stochastic network. The
simulation result can be regarded as the process of open-loop
processing of the GERT network and obtaining a possible
network. Process the resulting network of every GERTs sim-
ulation, then solve the critical chain of the resulting network,
repeat the simulation process, carry out the statistical calcu-
lation, and finally get the critical chain of the GERT network
and its related parameters. This paper proposes a CCPSP
plan generation scheme to solve the ‘‘ Duration minimiza-
tion and robustness maximization’’ multi-objective resource-
constrained project scheduling problem. The scheme flow is
shown in Figure 8, and its implementation mainly includes
the following seven steps: Random network is transformed
into the deterministic network, coding, decoding, computing
free time difference, determining critical chain, determining
non-critical chain, computing buffer, and embedding buffer.
Each step is described in detail below.

A. TRANSFORMING THE RANDOM NETWORK INTO THE
DETERMINISTIC NETWORK

1) Carry out a GERTs simulation operation. The cor-
responding parameters are obtained by the random
sampling method. According to the obtained random
sampling values, the tight post-processes of random
nodes are selected. The branch and loop in a random
network are removed and transformed into a network
with a definite logical relationship.

2) Adjust the node code of the GERTs simulation result
network to eliminate the duplicate code; the unfold of
the loop may cause the duplication of work and nodes.
To facilitate the follow-up work, the duplicate code in
the network is replaced with a new code.

B. CODE
Ant colony algorithm is used to code the activities in the
project and generate the activity list. The coding process is
as follows:

1) Find alternative follow-up activities that meet the log-
ical constraints and place them in set E. The condition
that the activities in set E need to meet is that their
precedence activities have been completed.

FIGURE 8. CCPSP plan generation scheme.

2) The pheromones and probabilities of all activities in
set E are determined by the ant colony algorithm.
Pheromone renewal mainly consists of two parts:
pheromone volatilization and new pheromone left by
ants when they pass by again. The first part is to update
the pheromone locally. The ants update the activity
after selecting the activity and its pattern. The second
part is the elite ant strategy. After all the ants walk,
select the ant that consumes the shortest time limit,
greatly enhance the pheromone content of the path they
walk, so that the next ants have a higher probability to
walk from the path.

3) The state transition strategy is the way that ants choose
the next path in the list of candidate activities. Deter-
mine the next activity to be performed in set E by
roulette and put it into the activity linked list.

4) Update the activity wait list. There are two parts to
update the activity waiting list. The first part is to delete
an activity from the activity list after it is executed.
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The second part is that after the subsequent events of
an activity were executed, all the precede events of its
successor events should be judged. If all the precede
events are executed, then add the successor event of the
subsequent event of this activity to the activity waiting
list.

5) If all tasks are already in the linked list, the coding is
completed. Otherwise, repeat steps (1) to (4).

C. DECODE
Arrange activities according to the obtained activity chain list,
and determine the earliest start time. The earliest start time to
complete an activity must meet the time sequence constraint
and resource constraint: time sequence constraint means that
the earliest start time of the activity must be greater than
the earliest completion time of the subsequent events of the
activity; Resource constraint refers to the number of resources
in the current resource pool that meet the needs of the activity
to be executed. If it does not meet the requirements, it needs
to wait for other activities to execute after releasing resources,
that is, the current time should be updated to the time when
other activities release resources.

D. CALCULATE FREE FLOAT TIME
According to the link plan right shift task determined in step
B, get the latest start and end time of each activity. The link
plan move right operation needs to be calculated in reverse
order from the back to the front. The total duration of the
activity remains the same, i.e. the duration of the virtual activ-
ity that represents the end remains the same. On the premise
of meeting the logical constraints and resource constraints,
move its precedence activities to the right, and cycle to the
virtual activity that represents the beginning in turn. Finally,
the free float time is calculated according to the earliest and
latest start time of the earliest and latest end time of each
activity.

E. IDENTIFY CRITICAL CHAINS
Activities with zero free time differences are all on the critical
chain, but there may be multiple critical chains in the project.
Generally, the one with the longest link duration is selected
as the final critical chain.

F. IDENTIFY NON CRITICAL CHAINS
All links except the critical chain are regarded as non-critical
chain, and the determination method is as follows:

1) Starting from the critical chain, the non-critical activi-
ties in the successors of critical activities are found as
the starting activities of the non-critical chain.

2) Look backward from the start activity of a non-critical
chain. If its successor is not on the critical chain, it is
regarded as the activity of this link.

3) Repeat step (2) until it stops after its successor is the
activity in the critical chain, and the link ends.

4) Repeat (1) to (3) until all non-critical chains are found,
and mark the junction point of the non-critical chain
and critical chain for inserting feeding buffer.

G. COMPUTE AND EMBED BUFFERS
The project plans generated by the serial scheduling scheme
are all active. In this paper, the serial scheduling scheme for
RCPSP is used to generate a positive plan according to the
most likely completion time of the task, which is the basis of
finding the critical chain. According to the definition of the
active plan, no task can move left in an active plan. Therefore,
when embedding the input buffer in the generated plan, only
the post-task can move right (the start time is pushed back).
Embedding the project buffer will not produce new resource
conflicts, so it is relatively simple. Embedding the input
buffer is more complex because embedding the input buffer
will change the task time of the non-critical chain, resulting
in new resource conflicts. Here we focus on how to embed
the input buffer.

Because it may lead to new resource conflicts, each task
move is a complex recursive process. To avoid this computa-
tional complexity, all input buffers are added to the project
network plan as virtual tasks, i.e. buffer tasks, then carry
out secondary scheduling. The duration of the buffer task
is set according to the results calculated by the method in
[16], which does not occupy any resources, but has a prece-
dence relationship. Its predecessor task is the ending task
of a non-critical chain, and its post-task is the critical task
corresponding to the non-critical chain. According to the
algorithm in Chapter 4, the complete CCPSP project plan can
be regenerated.

VI. ALGORITHM OF SOLUTION
A. ALGORITHM DESIGN
In this paper, DEACA (differential evolution ant colony
algorithm) is designed to solve the above-mentioned model.
Firstly, a one-dimensional real number coding scheme based
on the activity execution mode is adopted, and then the
activity network diagram is constructed through this coding
scheme, after that, a roulette algorithm based on pheromone
and heuristics term is defined to realize the state transition
strategy. The solution to CCPSP is the process of ants crawl-
ing through the graph according to the state transition strategy
under the resource and timing constraints. The algorithm
improves ant colony by differential evolution algorithm,
increases ant’s ability to explore other paths and improves
pheromone updating rules, such as determining current activ-
ity and mode selection according to the mode selected in
the previous activity, it effectively overcomes the premature
phenomenon of the standard ant colony algorithm in solving
the problem, and achieves the effect of fast convergence and
the global search for the optimal solution. The implemen-
tation process of DEACA algorithm in the model is shown
in Figure 9:
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FIGURE 9. DEACA algorithm flowchart.

B. ALGORITHM TEST
For the convenience of illustration, this paper uses a 10 event
14 active project scheduling data set which has been elim-
inated by a GERTs simulation to verify the feasibility and
effectiveness of the DEACA algorithm in solving this kind of
problem. Each activity of the project obeys constant distribu-
tion and requires three renewable resources R1, R2, and R3.
The unit duration limit is 8, 16 and 20 respectively. Except
for the corresponding activity of virtual event, each activity
in the project has two executable modes: in general mode (N)
and compressionmode (C) of reducing duration by increasing
resources, the duration (T) and required resources of each
activity under different executionmodes are shown in Table 1.

The optimal total scheduling period of the project is
30 days, and the scheduling scheme is shown in Table 2:

Through the implementation of the algorithm 10 times,
the shortest construction period of the project is 30 days, with

TABLE 1. Specific parameters of each activity in different modes.

TABLE 2. Optimal project scheduling scheme.

TABLE 3. Running results statistics of ACS algorithm.

FIGURE 10. Schematic diagram of aeroengine structure (picture source:
Baidu Encyclopedia [17]).

an average construction period of 31.2 days. The statistical
results are shown in Table 3.

It can be seen that the DEACA algorithm can get the
optimal solution at the same time, the solution is stable, can
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FIGURE 11. Working principle diagram of Aero engine (picture source:
Baidu Encyclopedia [18]).

FIGURE 12. First layer GERTs network of V-type aero-engine
remanufacturing of company X.

converge globally and the error is only 1.2 days and is not too
large, this result can be accepted in engineering application.

VII. CASE ANALYSIS
A. PROJECT BACKGROUND AND DATA
Aero-engine is regarded as the ‘‘heart’’ of aircraft, and its
reliability is very important to the safe and normal operation
of aircraft. There are often events (foreign object damage,
FOD) of inhalation of foreign objects (such as sand, birds,
tools, etc.) during the operation of aero-engine. The inhaled
foreign objects will impact the fan blades and compressor
blades under high-speed load, resulting in the damage of
notches, tears, pits, etc. of these blades.

As shown in Figure 12, the GERT network describes the
remanufacturing process of V-type aero-engine of companyX
in factory inspection, decomposition, cleaning, fault inspec-
tion, repair, final inspection, unit assembly, general assembly,
test run, and other steps.

The remanufacturing process of this type of aero-engine
consists of three stages, each stage may contain several
processes. After the disassembly and cleaning of the first
stage, the maintenance sub-network of the second stage is
entered. The disassembled parts go through several inspection
processes to determine whether the product enters the main-
tenance operation. The final inspection of the sub-network
determines whether to rework.

FIGURE 13. GERT network diagram of unit 1 maintenance sub-network.

The third stage is the assembly and assembly of the prod-
uct. After the different parts of the product have completed
their respective maintenance operations, they go through the
assembly and combination to enter the final inspection of the
product and decide whether the product is a finished product,
rework or scrap. The purpose of the simulation model is to
estimate the remanufacturing cycle, qualified rate, scrap rate
and the lost time of scrap.

The first layer GERTs network of this process is shown
in Figure 12. This model has 49 nodes and 60 activities.
In each simulation run, as long as the terminal node real-
ized once, it completed one run. Take the A02 branch as an
example. At the beginning of the simulation, source node
1 is implemented, activity A02 is a virtual activity, simulation
clock starts to move, and random number generator is imme-
diately called to generate the random sampling time speci-
fied by activity a11 (according to a normal distribution, for
convenience of the solution, rounding is used), and the next
node implementation (or event occurrence) time is calculated.
When the simulation clock moves to this time, node 3 realizes
it. Then the processing time of random sampling is generated
according to β distribution, and the realization time of the
next three nodes 4, 16 and 19 is calculated.

When the simulation clock reaches the realization time of
node 16, it will enter the maintenance sub-network C1 of
the first cell (node 2 in Figure 13 corresponds to node 16 in
Figure 12, SUB-NETWORK’s entry is here), call the evenly
distributed random number generator, generate the random
number for activity selection, and determine the next activity
to be executed. At node 48, if feedback activity G2 is selected,
the next event should be node 1 implementation, so the
above simulation process is repeated. If the selected activity
is G, the simulation enters the end node, thus completing
a network simulation. It can be seen from the above that
each simulation has only a part of nodes and activity real-
ization, and each simulation has only one end node realiza-
tion, which reflects the remanufactured products or becomes
finished products or scrap products. In the process of sim-
ulation, every time a node is implemented, data statistics
is done once. When the above processes are simulated N
times (for example, n = 500), the random sampling time
of each activity in each operation is not the same, and the
route of travel is not the same, so the statistical data on each
node is a random sample, thus the basic parameters such as
sample mean, standard deviation, distribution histogram can
be obtained. The counter on the end node can get the number
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TABLE 4. Event parameters of maintenance sub-network of unit 1.

of implementations of the node, and thus the probability of its
implementation can be calculated. In the sense of practical
problems, the probability of the realization of the end node
48 represents the yield of the remanufacturing process, and
the corresponding time statistics is the remanufacturing cycle
of the product. The statistics on activity G2 show the corre-
sponding repair rate and the distribution of scrap man-hours,
etc.

B. SCHEDULE ARRANGEMENT
In this project, there are 25 nodes with uncertain output, and
the output probabilities of nodes 7, 19 and 119 are 0.8 and
0.2 respectively; The output probabilities of nodes 23, 95,
131 and 155 are 0.7 and 0.3 respectively; The output proba-
bilities of nodes 49, 103 and 108 are 0.6 and 0.4, respectively;

TABLE 5. Computer simulation results of CRITICAL chain identification of
the stochastic network.

The output probabilities of nodes 15, 29, 35 and 42 are 0.5 and
0.5 respectively; The output probabilities of nodes 17, 64, 79,
87, 92, 127, 148, 154 and 159 are 0.9 and 0.1 respectively;
The output probabilities of nodes 91 and 94 are 0.99 and
0.01 respectively; Nodes 17, 79, 91, 94, 119 and 154 each
have a ring. The process duration and resource consumption
of the project are fixed values. There are five kinds of limited
resources, with the upper limit of 4, 2, 4, 19 and 2 respectively.
The start time of node 1 is 0, and then it is pushed forward
according to the time and logical relationship. The start time
as early as possible is used as the starting point of operation
execution. There are an incomplete plan, feasible working set
and resource set at each time.

When operation I starts, if the number of resources in the
resource set can meet the number of resources required by I,
the corresponding quantity of resources of I will be deducted
from it, when operation I is finished, release the occupied
resources to the resource set; If not, wait until an operation
is completed and the resource is released, and the resource
set meets the operation, then operation I can be started.

When there is a resource conflict between the two pro-
cesses at the same time, the principle of scheduling is to
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minimize the impact on the total construction period; When
the influence is the same, the process with shorter duration
is preferred; If the duration is the same, the operation with
smaller node number will be started first.

The simulation results are the nodes of the random net-
work, the start time of each activity, the possible network
plan, the corresponding duration and the corresponding fre-
quency of each duration. Because the probability branch
implementation of each simulation is carried out randomly,
the specific frequency of each operation will be slightly
different, but the law shown is the same. The duration of
each activity follows a certain probability distribution. When
the critical chain is counted, the average of the duration
of the critical chain is taken as the average implementation
duration of the link. For example, for a certain operation,
1000 simulation times are set, and the results after statistical
sorting are shown in Table 5.

According to the result analysis in Table 5, the critical
chain of the random network plan of the case project is a criti-
cal chain (a), that is, link 1-2-3-4-9-10-96-97-98-99-100-101-
102-164-11-12-35-38-48-49, with the corresponding critical
chain rate of 61.8%. The most likely average construction
period of the project is 97 days, and the total planned con-
struction period is 115 days; The secondary critical chain
is the critical chain (b), and the corresponding critical chain
rate is 25.1%. Therefore, the critical chain sensitivity of the
random network plan is 40.6%. It is necessary to focus on the
secondary resource conflict elimination on this link.

Identifying the critical chain of a project is only the first
step of the project schedule management method in this
paper. A complete critical chain project schedule manage-
ment method should include the following five steps:

Step 1: identify the critical chain.
Step 2: make full use of the critical chain: reduce

the estimated duration of tasks on the critical chain by
half to set the project buffer PB, reduce the impact of
uncertainty on the critical chain, and shorten the project
duration.

Step 3: keep coordination with critical chain: tasks of non-
critical chain must be subordinated to critical chain.

¬ Increase resource buffer and feeding buffer of critical
chain;

 Use the above method to solve the new conflict caused
by increasing buffer capacity;

® Review the entire project to ensure that all resource
conflicts have been resolved.

Step 4: Improve resource utilization efficiency or introduce
new resources to shorten project duration.

Step 5: Go back to the first step and be careful not to let
inertia become a new bottleneck.

The above five steps constitute a complete closed-loop
project schedule management mode, which ensures that the
project can be completed on time within the expected cost in
the continuous cycle improvement, and achieves the project
output standard. Finally, using the Anylogic 7.0.2 as the

FIGURE 14. Pareto front 3D surface of construction period, cumulative
completion probability and robustness.

simulation platform, according to the identified critical chain,
we set up the priority of process using resources, simulated
the implementation of the project 100 times, and got the
average duration of 101 days, only 4 days of error with the
predicted 97 days, which can be accepted in the engineering
application.

Firstly, this paper identifies the critical chain that con-
strains the project progress, and reasonably configures the
resources and buffers of the critical activities in the critical
chain in advance, so as to realize the prediction of the con-
struction period and control the project progress within the
expected cost, prevent the project delays, and improve the
robustness of the project completion. Finally, the simulation
results show that the schedule management method in this
paper has a certain predictive effect and practicability in the
actual large-scale complex project.

C. APPROXIMATE PARETO FRONT
In order to observe the trade-off relationship more intuitively
among the three objectives of construction period, cumulative
completion probability and robustness, the 3D surface of
Pareto front is fitted as shown in Figure 14.

The marked points in Figure 14 are the corresponding
points of each critical chain in table 5. Through observation,
it can be found that in the initial stage, with the increase of the
total planned duration, the first derivative of the cumulative
completion probability increases rapidly and the robustness
increases, and the former increases rapidly, when the total
planned construction period reaches 115 days, the maximum
value of robustness is 8.12, and the cumulative completion
probability reaches 95.2%. Then with the continuous increase
of the total planned construction period, the robust value
decreases rapidly, and the first derivative of cumulative com-
pletion probability decreases gradually, which is consistent
with the actual situation.

Compared with the feasible solutions in the range of three-
dimensional surface and three coordinate planes, the solu-
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TABLE 6. Comparison of Pareto set sizes of different algorithms

tions on Pareto front are better, because their total time limit
is smaller, their robust value is larger, and their cumulative
completion probability is higher. The trade-off optimization
of duration, robust value and completion probability should
be carried out on Pareto front.

D. ALGORITHM COMPARISON ANALYSIS
Suppose that GERT network has n vertices and e edges.
When calculating the possible earliest occurrence time and
the allowed latest occurrence time of events, as well as the
earliest and latest start time of activities, all the vertices in
the graph and all the edge nodes in each vertex edge table
should be checked. The time spent in the above process is O
(n + e), and the time cost of topology sorting is O (n + e).
Therefore, the time complexity of the whole algorithm is O
(n + e).

For the algorithm evaluation of multi-objective optimiza-
tion problems, in order to further compare the performance
between the algorithm in this paper and the other two different
algorithms, 480 test cases of PSPLIB subset J30 are selected
as the experimental objects. The size of Pareto set ‘‘M’’,
the ratio of non-dominated solution ‘‘rate%’’, and the mutual
covering degree ‘‘C’’ between frontier graph and sets [19] are
used as the evaluation indexes to compare the performance
of the three algorithms. The evaluation indicators are as
follows:

1) THE SIZE OF PARETO SET: M
It refers to the number of non-dominated solutions in the
set. The more non dominated solutions, the more scheduling
options the project can choose, and the better the algorithm
can maintain the population diversity. It can be seen from
Table 6 that with the increase of scheduling plans, the Pareto
set of each algorithm increases, which indicates that the
diversity of the algorithm ismaintained and the algorithmwill
not converge prematurely, andDEACA is superior toNSGAII
and ACO according to the size comparison of m value, but the
difference between NSGAII and ACO is not obvious.

2) THE PROPORTION OF NON-DOMINATED SOLUTIONS:
RATE%
It refers to the ratio of the number of solutions that are
not dominated by other comparison algorithms in the Pareto
set corresponding to an algorithm. The higher the ratio,
the higher the Pareto solution level of this algorithm.

From the proportion of non-dominated solution, DEACA
is better than the other two algorithms, while NSGAII is
slightly better than ACO. DEACA’s non dominated solution

FIGURE 15. Pareto frontier when problem scale reaches 60.

TABLE 7. The proportion of non-dominated solutions of different
algorithms.

TABLE 8. Comparison results of solution set coverage of each algorithm.

has a dominant position, and the level of the non-dominated
solution is higher.

3) PARETO FRONT
It is the graphical representation of non-dominated solution
in Pareto set. It can intuitively see the dominated situation of
solutions among each algorithm and the distribution charac-
teristics of solutions. From PSPLIB test set [20], test ques-
tion j6045_is randomly selected, which has 60 activities and
4 limited resources. The numbers of algorithms iterations
are set to 100, and the unit resource fluctuation cost C is
set to 1.

Figure 15 is the Pareto frontier graph generated by
DEACA, NSGAII and ACO when 1000 scheduling plans
are generated as the termination conditions. It can be seen
from the figure that the Pareto solution to DEACA has an
obvious dominant position. This shows that the performance
of DEACA’s set of non-dominated solutions is better under
the same number of iterations, and its Pareto front can move
quickly to the direction of the optimal solution. The solution
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distribution of ACO and NSGAII is cross, the non-dominated
solution to ACO is slightly better than that of NSGAII
when the construction period is shorter, and the solution
presents the opposite state when the construction period is
longer.

4) THE MUTUAL COVERAGE DEGREE BETWEEN SOLUTION
SETS: C
It is used to compare the mutual domination relation between
Pareto optimal solution generated by the algorithm in this
paper and other two algorithms. The specific definition is as
follows:

C(X1,X2) =

∣∣{a′′ ∈ X2; ∃a′ ∈ X1 : a′ ≥ a′′}∣∣
|X2|

(14)

In formula (14), X1 and X2 represent two different Pareto
solution sets, and C (X1, X2) represents a proportion, which
is the number of solutions dominated by X1 in solution set
X2 divided by the number of solutions in the whole solution
set X2. Its size is between [0,1]. C (X1, X2) = 1 means that
all solutions in X2 can find solutions in X1 that dominate
or equal to itself. On the contrary, if C (X1, X2) = 0,
then any solution in X2 is not dominated by the solution
in X1. Through this way of comparison, we can clearly see
the dominant relationship between the solutions to different
algorithms, that is, the advantages and disadvantages of the
algorithms. It should be noted that both C (x1, x2) and C (X2,
x1) need to be considered, and the sum of C (x1, x2) and C
(X2, x1) does not necessarily equal 1.

It can be seen from Table 8 that, with the increase of
the number of iterations, the set of non-dominated solutions
obtained by DEACA can basically cover the set of non-
dominated solutions generated by the other two algorithms
NSGAII and ACO. For example, when the number of iter-
ations is 500, C (DEACA, ACO) = 1, which means that
all the solutions generated by ACO algorithm are domi-
nated by the solutions generated by DEACA. Meanwhile, C
(ACO, DEACA) = 0 indicates that the solutions generated
by DEACA are not dominated by any solutions generated by
ACO.

To sum up, for multi-objective resource constrained project
scheduling problem, under the same environment and termi-
nation conditions, DEACA proposed in this paper has better
performance than other classical methods.

VIII. CONCLUSION
Based on the critical chain project schedule management
method, this paper improved and supplemented the critical
chain method from three aspects: multi-objective optimiza-
tion, combination of critical chain and robustness, and inte-
gration of critical chain and GERT theory. In this paper,
GERT networkwas used to describe the remanufacturing pro-
cess of complex equipment, in order to minimize the project
completion time and maximize the robustness, a mathemati-
cal model was established, a heuristic algorithm was used to
identify the critical chain of complex projects, and a neighbor-

hood structure based on the resources required by the activ-
ities in the critical chain was proposed, which reduced the
invalid search of the algorithm. A hybrid intelligent optimiza-
tion algorithm combining differential evolution algorithm and
ant colony algorithm is designed to optimize the objective
function. When the neighborhood was not exchangeable, the
heuristic algorithmwas used again to identify the current crit-
ical chain, and generated a new initial solution, which reduced
the dependence of the algorithm on the initial solution and
improved the solution quality of the algorithm. 480 test cases
of PSPLIB subset J30 and an actual production project were
tested to verify the effectiveness of the algorithm, which pro-
vided a feasible and effective method for scheduling complex
projects such as multi resource constrained projects using
critical chain.

In terms of the improvement of the critical chain method,
there are two deficiencies that have not been solved in this
paper: (1) Input buffer does not necessarily absorb the delay
of non-critical activities. (2) This paper does not realize the
cooperation between feeding buffer and project buffer in
dynamic environment.

The research work of this paper hopes to play a reference
role for the scholars and practitioners engaged in the project
schedule management research, and provide an expanding
idea for the further development and promotion of project
schedule management methods.
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